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8.ll PRIDE WIii
In conjunction with the Christopher Street Liberation Day 1971.
a united front of gay organizations in Boston have scheduled the
following activities:
June 20 (Sunday)

9pm

A Gay Celebration of Faith
St.John's Church. 33 Bowdoin St.

June 21 (Monday)

8pm

Gay Relationships: A Workshop
for Lovers. Homophilc Conllllllll·
ity llealth Center. Ill Arlington St.

June :D (Wednesday) 8pm

Sexism: A Workshop. Chris1's
Churd1. Cambridge, 0 Garden

Street (by Co111111on)
June 24 ( Thursday)

7pm

Workshop on Gay Organi1,ations
BU School of Publie Comnmnicalions, 640 Commonwealth Ave.

June 25 (Friday)

8:J0pm

Multi-Media'Workshop & Tcach•ln
Old West Church, 131 Cambridge St
(across from Sportcr's)

June 26 (Saturday)

10am

Coming Out of the Closet,
Old West Church, 131 Cambridge St.

I pm

Demonstration, assemble at
Jacques, march to Police HQ,
State House. St. Paul's Cathedral,

Boston Common to protest
our oppressions.
8c30

Gay DANCE!! Gay DANCE!!

Charles Street Meeting House
70 Charles Street
June 27 (Sunday)

Buses leave for New York City,
time and place to be announced
(call 282-9181 for more information.)
2pm

MARCH from Christopher Street
up 6th Avenue to Central Park

Chris1opher Street Liberation Day 1971 is the second birthday
celebration of the Gay Liberation Movement which grew out of the
Christopher Street Uprisings of 1969. Thousands of Gay women and
men then took to the streets in protest against centuries of oppression;
when the police attacked. they fought back. Last year tens of
thousands took part in the march and celebrat ion: more are expected this year.

I
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PHONE NUMBERS FOR THE GAY COMMUNITY

EMi. RAG.

WAS PUT TOGETHER BY:

kevin me girr, lester heumann, steve barru,
charlie, steve mirman, steve lowell, bob,
john mitzel, Jarry martin, allan troxler,
donald, allan berube,. john, rebelle,
richard, marcus, craig smith
Dr. Reuben tells us in Everything You Wanted
To Know About Sex But Were Afraid To Ask:
"Few homosexuals use their real names: they
generally choose aliases with sexual connotations,
Ha"y, Peter and Dick are the most favored.

ANY CORRESPONDENCE, INFORMATION
OR DONATIONS FOR THIS PAPER
SHOULD BE SENT TO

aa, llale Liberation

FAG RAG

c/o The Red Book Store
91 River Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Or Call
(617) 491-5337 or (617) 262-8959

Danc e
SATURDAY JUNE 26th

meets toes. 8Pll
91 River St
Red Book near
Cental Sq.

Call 491-5337 01 262- 8959
WHAT HAVE WE BEEN DOING..

8: 30PM

CHARLES STREET MEETING HOUSE
70 CHARLES ST.

Homophile Community Health Service Homophile Union of Boston
1514 Dorchester Avenue Suite I
I 12 Arlington Street Boston
P.O. Box 217
423-6398 or 423-6399
Center Station
Dorchester
Open M,W, & F 7pm to 9pm
Boston, Mass. 02124
Gay Male Liberation
282-4181
Meetings Tuesdays at 8:00 PM at
Gay Women's Liberation
The Red Book Store
492-1915 (Eves.)
Cambridge
91 River Street
After July J, contact Cambridge
or 262-8959
491-5337
Women's Center
Student Homophile League
Mee1ings Fridays at 7:30 PM at
Daughters of Bilitus
St. John's Church
or 969-8111
431-7913
Boston
33 Bowdin St.
491-0128 or 876-9560

BOSTON

COMMUNIVERSITY discussion session on
GAY LIBERATION meets Thursday 7 to
9 pm-June 17, June 24, July I and July 8.
School of Public ·Communications, BU,
640 Commonwealth - Avenue.

There are lots of reasons why gay guys should get into hatha yoga.
Here are some of them:

Because we try to live outside of masculine and feminine roles,
we htwe a special need to find a comfortable balance between
our active and passive sides. Hatha yoga tries to do just this.
Because it's so hard for us to make monogamous relationships
work out, it is easy for us to feel lonely and insecure. Hatha
yoga teaches the body and mind how to use our aloneness creatively and how not to get up tight about the future.
It is easy to feel deep down that because we are gay we are unnatural and cut off from the flow of life. Hatha yoga makes you
feel related to nature.

Unlike a lot of Eastern spiritual trips, yogis do not consider me
to be like father sky and women to be like mother earth
who realize themselves thon.tgh each other. Yoga makes you
forget you are a man and remember that you are a person.
We will meet at 10:30 am at St. John the Evangelist Church, 33 Bowdoi
Street on Beacon Hill near Sporter's in Boston. The class is free.
Bring stretch clothes and blanket.

During the.past few months.Gay Male
Liberation has been engaged in many activities, both to help free ourselves and
to make others aware that we are growing stronger.
For a few months we had pur own
community center. A place run by ourselves where we could be free and open
without havt--.g to use the traditional
oppressive cruising institutions. On
Saturday nights we ran a coffee house
in the center where we could dance and
talk without having to enter Mafia and
other establishment controlled bars. Unfortunately due to lack of funds we were
unable to keep the house, but with
enough support the idea of opening a
·new community center is not that dis:
tant in the future.
We have started and continue to start
consciousness-raising groups. These are
small groups of people who meet regularly and try to overcome the limited
ways we deal with each other and experiment with new ways of relating.
We have been busy working on a film
about our gay liberation, working on
this newspaper, -setting up a gay yoga
class and a gay guerilla theatre.
We have been speaking at high schools,
colleges, and army bases about our op•
pression, and trying to get people to
struggle with their uptightness about
homosexuals. These experiences have
helped us as well as others.
We have been speaking to administrators of schools and churches in order to
be able to hold gay dances. We feel
that to have social gatherings outside the
bar might be an impetus to the creation
of a community amongst gays and a start
to breaking the molded patterns of
search and despair in the ban. Up to
this time we had a few promises and a
number of refusals. One church in particular the Unitarian Church in Harvard
Square has refuse(J qs. The .rniniste.r
there ciaimed to "accept" gay people
but felt they could do their thlng
elsewhere but not in his church l)e..
_cause he's afraid to freak-out his par-

ish. So it seems that rather than foster Christian understanding of others
he prefers to maintain his people in
fear and ignorance. We.go on searching for a place to hold dances.
We were in Albany marching with
3,000 gay sisters; and brothers from New
York to demand the legislature to change
the sodomy laws. We were in Ann Arbor,
Austin and Amherst to form a solidarity
with our sisters and brothers throughout
the United States.
Sometime during February, three
brothers were thrown out of Kens Rest•
aurant. They were asked to leave and
never return because they refused to
"cool the scene". The "scene" was that
the brothers were attracting attention
to the fact that they are gay. A large
percentage of Kens clientele is gay, but
any attempt to identify oneself as such
is met with an uptightness 1:iy the management. Because of this members of
GML staged a picket line in front of
the restaurant.
We also picketted in front of Mattapan
Hospital after a brother had been fired
from his job there for protesting against
the use of electric aversion therapy on
homosexuals.
there
And we were very distinctly
marching arm in ann during the protest
over the Laotian invasion and to welcome
Spiro Agnew to Boston. Seeing both
these incidents as an extension of our
oppression.
We held a gay picnic on the Boston
Common the weekend before Mayday
in order to rally support for the Gay
Mayday Tribe. Then we went to Washington to join our gay brothers and sisters
from around the country to participate
in our own gay actions during the antiwar protests. This was the first time
that gay people had their own actions
apart from straight movement people.
We can do many m9re things. We
can prove to straight Amerika that we
will no longer be pushed around, we can
show them that GAY JS STRONG and

GAY IS PROUD. JOIN US.
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Fallen Superstar
The grand finale of the Gay Weekend
at U Mass Amherst was a free con•
cert featuring hip counter culture
folk rock protest singer, Phil Ochs.
So I figured I'd go and listen to Phil,
say right on a couple of times and
hurry back home to Boston. Well, no
sooner do I get inside and settled with
a group of my gay sisters and brothers
than Phil started tripping out on a
•basic straight man" number. He fin•
ished a song and then went into a
little routine introducing the next song.
His concluding line was, ''I'm just a
regular guy, you know, not some kind
of fag."
Now everybody at that concert (Phil
included, I'm sure) knew there were
alot of gay people in the audience we weren't exactly going to any great
lengths to hide our presence. Apparently Phil just isn't aware of the fact
that this is 1971 and that we no longer
cower in the face of some man baiting

us.
Phil was most surprised when his comment provoked a negative reaction from
the gay people in the crowd . I mean
really, how could we misunderstand
his use of the word fag, he was only
using the term in a "theatrical" (his
exact word) sense. He just couldn't
understand why we were so uptight.
When this jive failed to stop our
chanting, failed to stop our protest,
Phil changed his tactics. He said he
had the Fight to use any word he
wanted, after all, it was his perfonnance
and we had no right to impinge on
his right by interupting his perform ance. He went on to say that it was
most unfortunate that the Movement's
good name could be slurred by such a
"sr;atter brained" element (i.e. us), that
we were exercising "the tyranny of
the minority over the majority" by
depriving all the decent (i.e . straight)
people in the crowd of their afternoon
of entertainment. The audience (composed mainly of straight white middle
class student types) heartily agreed with
Phil - they didn't want to be shaken
from their academic slumber long ,
enough to consider the fact that die
use of the word _faggot just might' be·
oppressive and dehumanizing to a gay
person - they came to hear music they just weren't in the mood to be
bothered by a bunch of uppity queers.
It became rapidly clear that yelling
from the audience wasn't very effective, that Phil had the microphone and
the stage and wasn't about to let us
present our side. So about thirty of
us decided that we wouldn't wait for
someone to give us the "right" to
speak, we walked up on stage, told
Phil to step aside for a moment and
took the right. A brother recited a
poem and another brother spoke about
two gay brothers who were beaten up
in one of the U Mass donns the night
before ( earlier the people running the
concert had denied us the right to use
the stage to make this announcement,
they said no one would be interested.)
As we spoke the audience quieted downmaybe because they wanted to hear us maybe because they figured if they
gave us five minutes of their precious
time, we would shut up and let Phil
lull them back to sleep with his nice
songs about peace now.

We left the stage and most of us left
the concert. Phil resumed his performance to the hearty applause of the audience. After we left Phil couldn't resist one last slur. I am told he said
that being from the old school. he
didn't think people as uncouth and
impolite as us had the right to live.
Another day, another concert. anothe1
folk hero would be revolutionary bites
the dust-
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The Gay Community Center Collective
was Gay Male Liberation's great leap forward.
After months of talk and frustration about
what to do, many of us felt the need to
actualize the new life fonns we had been talking
about and there was a wide consensus about
the need for certain kinds of gay community
services. Particularly, a newspaper that would
serve as a forum and a physical space that
we could con_trol more continuously than
our weekly meeting places and in a more
meaningful way than we did the bars. So
when the collective failed to get it together
and the center collapsed, shudders went through
us all and put the future of GML in doubt.
At the very beginning we faced the problem of
living in a capitalist economy. The economic
situation of the house will always be somewhat
obscure for those not intimately involved in
its details, and 1 who did not live there can
only speak as an outside observer. But this
much is clear: no landlord however 'enlightened
can be free from the system. The· eCOnomic
problem of the house was very simple: the
property had been allowed to decay to such
a point that it was largely beyond repair. The
house had a vastly inflated market price and
consequently bore an unreasonable mortgage
with disproportionately high taxes. Both land"Lord" and tenant had to pay dearly to the
bankers and politicians.
The economy of the collective and management
of its finances were never worked out. A basic
problem was that those with jobs and resources
were hesitant to entrust everything to the
-community. And those without jobs often
criticized those working for their "selling
out." Those living in the house did not
always agree with the person who signed the
lease and did not live in. Generally, a system
of alloting responsibilities and resources failed
to develop.
With inadequately coordinated finances, the
collective suffered. At the very beginning, a
gay brother ripped off hundreds of dollars

j

from the community funds. At one coffee
house, mdst of the money was taken from the
contribution jar. In the outside world, gay
males prey constantly upon one another--robbing,
stealing, hustling, even killing; to find thieves
(perhaps sabatours) within the house showed
that the capitalist world and its values had
not been shaken.
The economic problem may have been
insuperable, but even if it had been solved,
the problems inside our minds would not have
been eliminated. Essentially, relations around
the house showed that gay males can be as
competitive and chauvinistic as any other
group . OUr bourgeois training makes us
uncooperative individualists, who can not
easily struggle in a collective effort. Being
gay did not cnate enough of a bond to
overcome capitalism.

It seems impossible to adequately describe
what went on in the collective. One was
either too intimately involved or not enough.
But neither does it seem useful to just chalk jt
up to "capitalism," "sexism," "racism," or some
other abstraction. To do so would be to
ignore that the people who formed the collective
spent a lot of themselves and their resources
in it and took some real chances with their
lives in the hope of change. More useful
would be hypotheses about the kinds of needs
people felt and how they tried to use the
collective to meet those needs and how those
needs conflicted--the kinds of changes people
would al.low and the ones they wouldn't and
-why we don't seem to be strong enough to
engage the realities of the situation--why and
how we learn to care enough , to trust enough,
to love enough. Then we can begin to face
the realities of our oppression, to engage
the difficult, to begin to work collectively
towards an objective vision of justice., to
break the circle of our degradation, to break
the system.
continued pg 15
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Before entering the courtroom I had
15 minutes to talk with my lawyer
whom I found had just graduated from
Law School. He briefed me on what
the reasons for commitlal were: ··has
had homosexual activities in New York
City and was rude to his mother. .. " If
telling my mother on Christmas Eve that
I had learned to love another man was
rude, then I figured so be it. Naturally.
I was angry that what I had con11dentially conveyed to my parents was in a
matter of moments to be used against
me. But I was sure I could beat the rap
if everyone would JUSt be reasonable.
No shit. I was barely 19 and had re•
turned home for the holidays. And be•
fore I could say Mac West. I was silting
facing a fat, jowly. old judge. After
the charges were read. the doc1or who
was the State's Witness asked quite simply if the allegations were true. Yeah!.
I replied. Whal else was there to say'1
Especially, as I felt the prescence of one
of my old lover's h,rnds slipping gently
over my shoulders. Sure I could have
denied the truth but I fe lt a sense of
duty that seemed to haunt me; besides,
Dad wanted me locked up. I was under•
age and that was that..
Well. the court committed me indefinitely to the North Dakota State Hospital which was a couple of ~iles away.
I was immediately taken there and put
in the Receiving Ward. Upon my arrival. several doclOrs interviewed me
over the period of a few days. The
obvious questions surrounding my homo•
sexuality were asked. About all I could
do was talk to !hem about homosexuality
and how it existed in Ancienl Greece
wi1h men like Socrates and Plato. About
all they could do was 10 warn me time
and time again that I was not to engage
in any homosexual activities while I was
in thC hospital.
Ironically, I met this guy named
Geno who was on the Receiving Unit
with me and who played cards with me
alot. He and I became very close friends.
And, after wrestling on the floor with me
one day, he told me that he loved me.
As for sex, neither Geno or I were quite
up to it what with the goony attendants
following us around all the time. I
guess they had been told to keep an eye
on us once it had been observed that
he ard I had become friendly.
One day, Geno came stormillg out
of bis doctor's office. His doctor had
jus1 called him a fruit and promised to
make sure that he and I would be permanently separated!! Within an hour's
time, Geno was taken to a different lock•
ed ward, which seemed to end that for
the time being, with the exception of
love notes that were smuggled through
the underground.
After about a month's time, I was
finally transferred to an open ward where
I was granted ground privileges. One day,
while practicing the organ in the Hospital
Church, I met one of the attendants
from Geno's ward who had been instrumental in getting some of the notes to me.
We struck up a conversation and after
discussing my interest in music, he said
that he wanted me to meet a friend of
his named Eugene Anderson who was
supposed to be a terrific concert pianist.
He suggested that if I could get a Day
Pass into the city he would take me to
meet EuAenc.
Joy of joys! I got my Day Pass and
the very next Saturday I was taken to
meet Eugene, and the world became just
a little bit brighter. It was true! Not
onJy did he turn out to be a terrific
pianist but he also turned out to be really
(Continued on Pg. 13)

Psychiatrists
Homosexuals
therapy
listen
analyze
pathological illness
"I loved my mother
I was afraid of other boys
I liked to olav with dolls
Twenty 11ve dollars an hour ...
"Your sexual tendancies are fine .. if that's
what you want."
But doctor, doctor , help me, I don't want this
In the year B.C. (before the 1,ouch) gay
people did not have the gracious understand•
ing of the Freudian Gods to explain their
"problem". Bl.It in the civilized nations of the
West amidst the twentieth century macliines.,
we have psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists and other representatives
of academia to explain, criticize, analyze and
speculate about homosexual phenomena.
We have been existent since the birth of
human kind and on all parts of the globe, and
still they arc trying to figure us out . They're
perplexed as to how we can deviate from what
culture has taught us. We've been observed:,
classified_.and categorized. They've attempted
to alter. modify and reverse our sexuality; but
still we are here and still they find us strange.
Corporate civilization via Madison Ave.
advertising ... Psychiatric hospitals and Private
Practice ... the institutionalization of intellectualism with application to society i.e. therapy
for gay people.

We've made visits or at least thought about
making a visit to the 'man' to have our head
analyzed. For What?
Psychiatrists are there
so we use them
they use us
we've felt a need for them as our sexual pref.
erence has often caused a tremendous personal
dilemma.
They help us analyze ourselves... tell us our
sexual preference is ok... we pay them a fee
... but we're not satisfied ... some of us don't
want to be gay ; so they give us electrical
shocks and we pay them more money ...
Our education about sex (fonnal and in•
formal) has either precluded discussion about
gayness or more likely derrogated it as a disease
which no one we know ever gets.
RegardleS-$ of how you feel about your gay•
ness you go 10 a psychiatrist with :ri
unconsciously conditioned feeling that heterosexuality is the nonn, preferred. You've gone
to libraries and bookstores scanning through
literature searchins for material about homosexuality, and you find abstract, clinical and
impersonal commentary. Few intellectuals have
spoken of homosexualiry as a part of human
natureor of their own personal experience but
as a category of human failing.
And still I have never come across literature
that questions the nature of heterosexuality.
In most of human cultures, heterosexuality is the
given; necessa1y for the continuation of the
species; implying that every sexual act is a
prelude to the conception of a child. Culture
has made implanted in individual mind:
heterosexuality and child bearini the pinnacle
(Continued on Pg. 13)
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Bowisdeolar.inglDJ
Q.gaynessgo1ngto

lieep me ourof the Army?

Because the Depanment of Defense has
laws against homosexuals being inducted, and
all branches of the military have laws prohibiting
them from serving.
A.

Q.

A. When it is expired. you would be subject
10 another physical and possibly reclassit1cation
as 1-A. Temporary classifications don't apply.
and we would suggcs1 an appeal.

But b anyone paying attention to those laws?

A. Every year, in every branch of the service, men are dishonorably discharged and
imprisoned because their homosexuality has
been revealed. If it can be proven that they
were ho,,iosexuals before induction and lied
about it, they're in for a lot of trouble. The
_maximum penality in the arm y is dishonor•
able discharge with forfeiture of all benefits
plus five years at hard labor.
Q. What kind of questions will the psychiatrist ask me?

A. He'll probably ask how long you've
been gay. when was your first experience, if
your're the "passive" or "active" partner
(or the ''lop man'' or "bottom man"), and
other questions of that nature. You can
either refuse to answer on the grounds that
you havl! stated in writing that you are a
homosexual and his questions are an invasion
of your privllcy, or you can feed his fantasies
by answering truthfully. Refuse to give
names or details.

Q. What if r m there for my induction
(final) physical and I didn"t tell them that
I am gay when I went for the pre-induction
(first) physical?
A. That's easily explained. No one can
expected to choose to be a second class
inferior citizen. But it's against the law
you to go into the military. and at that
you have little choice in the matter.

be
or
for
point

Q. Is the information I give on the Medical
History Questionnaire and to the psychiatrist
confidential?

A. The army claims that infomrntion is given
only to "authorized persons." Translated that
certainly means other government agencies,
government contractors, and of course anyone
who has a signed realease from you.

0. Jus1 what arc !he drnwbacks?
A.

Lntil present social allitude\ dia1lgc. you

will prohahl~ not be ahle to get :1 _job working
for lhc government. a governmenty a!!ency.
such as teaching. re.ii estatC' sales. C'vcn hairdressing. Certain private employers. when 1hcy
see IV-I· on an cmpl•·ynicnt application. rcquin· a release to obt,1in the re,or<ls.

Draft co1111.1·efi11,: as ll"d/ as military rt'sisra11ce
ww1seli11x for gay P<'op/C' leadi11x ro the
sec1ircmc111 of a11 //011orahlc Disch:1rge from the'
armed forces is amilable rltrouxh the <;tll"
Liberario11 Front. I.as Ang.efes. The (,'J,/: i11
LA also publishes a pamphlet e111itled
Military Resistance for Gay~. Th<' pamphlet
and further i11JiJrntatiu11 can h(' ohtaillf'd by
contactmg
Peter Sorgen, Adl'Ucaf('
Clwirman of Military Affllirs
Gay libcrario11 Fmm, Lu.f A11g<'lel
4400 Melrose A venue
Los Angeles, California ()0024

·o.

What about letters from doctors and
other proof'!
A. Submit no letters from anyone and do
not write any yourself to send to the draft
board ahead of time. There is nothing about
homosexuality which can be proven by testing.
Others can only repeat What you have told
them. Professionals draw conclusions from
tests; they do not claim to be able to prove
anything. Your word, frankly stated 10 the
psychiatrist at the examination and induction
center, is the only proof the army has a
right to request (and even that right is questionable).

On May 12 , about fifty gay brothers and
sisters demonstrated in front of Mattapan Chronic
Disease Hospital protesting the use of electrical
shocks (aversion therapy) for homosexuality.
A few weeks before, a brother was fired from
his job at the hospital for questioning
this treatment for a gay person.

Q. What if l am not believed, and 1 get
classified 1-A anyway'?

We came to celebrate our openness,
our love for each other, and to demonstrate
the farce of converting people's sexual drive
to conf~nn to social norms.

A. That of1en happens, especia1ly in the
larger cities where increasing numbers of men
arc using any means necessar y to resist
the war machine. The remedy is simple.
Write an appeal to the Surgeon of the Com.
mand, or we'll do it for you free. He has
··o legal grounds to do anything but reclass•
u·y you IV-F~ His address is: Surgeon of
the Con .mand. HQ US Anny Recruiting Cmd.,
Hampto1 :, VA. 23369.
Q. What if I'm there for my induction physical,
the psychiatrist doesn't believe me, and they
proceed to administer the oath of induction?

A.

REI· USE INDUCTION!!!

Q. WOJ , t they arrest me?
A. It if: likely that they'll threaten you, "reason"
with you and plead with you. But they can't arrest
you. They will release you with the warning
that you will be reported to the Justice
Department. That usually takes close to a year.

Q. What if the psychiatrist says he'll give me
a temporary defennent?

.., .
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Friday night was the most horrible night,
in the week, just horrible, it was date
night and I never had a date ... they
were always talking about sex: cunts,
tits and legs and getting their hands
down some girl's pants; a girl was never
a person, she was identified as some
I just mostly sat
part of the body. .
and listened.
I alway& liked to wrestle, with my brother or some close friend, it was one
way of touching another boy without
being thought of as a fairy ... and when
I played soft ball I was always chosen
last and placed in right field.
I
never knew what bumping and grinding
was, I never went to the high school
dances.
When I was I 5 I used to sit in class and
constantly fantasize about sex and how
it would be when I would get married,
having sex all the time, in the morning,
before lunch, after supper, while watching
t.v., oh I wanted sex so bad Out not
until I choose the right girl and got mar•
ried.
I went to Catholic school so
I really believed this ... Gym class was
. simply humiliating, but thank God I had
pubic hair, that would have been the
. many a
ultimate in emasculation.
world history class was spent with an
erection fantasizing different scenarios,
the most gratifying sexual ex."periences;
running through the woods naked going
to drive-in movies. We'd always be fucking and we'd be so happy because we
were heterosexual anrl holy before the
lord, married by the Church. .
l used to watch Michael out of the corner of my eye while he was walking out
of the room, he was tall and slender,
his hair was long ( when everyone elses'
was short), his walk was most unmasculine, I particularly remember the bored
expression on his face like so many
that I've seen in gay bars.

I remember my own birthday party when
I first entered the room I was so excited to see so many of the people whom
I loved, all in one room. I ran over
and one by one I hugged and kissed all
of the women and very cautiously
touched each of the men on the should•
eL

Riding the subway can be such a game
with oneself: staring at some boy and
quickly turning away so that he doesn't
think that.

I
\

\

)

\

During the age of the 'turned on' I kept
hearing.
"gotta geta chick
needa chick
hava chick at your side
a chick to fuck
a hip chick to fuck ... outa sight
a groovy dude and a hip chick
right on right on
hey man, far out
far fuckin out
l)ey man where ja pick her up
real fine, gettin it on, alright
catch yer later."
Do you like to grab women?
What do you mean do I like to grab
women, any man in his right mind likes
to grab women, dig it.
I keep listening, quietly, while the fire
bums within.
"You know Judy"
"What Susan?"
I need a man, you know, a real man
I'm hip,Susan
I've watched boys and girls together,
run down the street holding hands, giggling over their love for each other; a
repeated manifestation of the heterosex•
ual reality, I've seen it in t.v. and radio
and newspapers, on advertisements and
in program serials, in the parks, on the
beaches, in literature; its been preached
about, written about, celebrated in the
Churches and Temples for ages and all·
over the globe but in my own limited
experience I've yet to see this manifestation, not even
in Greenwich Village
or Provincetown.

Them in Provincetown and Greenwich
Village
who watch and stare at that other
reality
with smug indifference, as if it
were just
an archetypal artifact of childish
humanity
so hostile and envious
so denied
that you've forgotten the childish
innocence
of exhibiting your joy
with a Jover

i
So full with the feeling that I was only
an object, a new contender in the arena,
entering a gay bar for the first time.
I was in the market place and I was for
sale,judged and rejudged as each new
pair of eyes came across my body; this
\\as demarcated territory for licentious
barter; this was the place for it to happen for outside was an entirely different
world.
For me the Gay Bar was overwhelmingly
significant, it was not really me, to admit
that I was a part of a scene, implicating
a certain alliance with a vague and sor•
did sub-culture very separate and apart
from the daily celebration of heterosexual life style. The gay subculture,
supposedly not a part of the white mid•
dle class, working class nor the rebellious youth culture which was-critical
of the previous generation but had not
differentiated much in their attitude
towards gayness. . . While not identified
with the bar I felt very excluded from
the heterosexual games and their strange
joys. . . always feeling ambivalent of my
trust in friends who accepted my bisex•
uality, knowing in my self that my
homosexual feelings were a part of me
that should not be emphasized and ex•
pressed with reservation.
I guess my sexuality has always made
me anxious so I've fled to different
cities and of course, I foud myself, unknowingly, in the homosexual haven on
the West Coast where gay boys abound
with good vibes and measured Kanna
all of which surrounded me like a thick
fog slowly choking my unrefined sensitivities. ·
£>~0stituting my sexual impulses feeling
more free, thinking that this is what it
meant to be free, feeling that I was unleasing my repressions, I slept with many,
it was exciting but I still felt very divided between the bedroom and the outside
reality. .outside, a new view of our•
selves and the American culture was enveloping a whole generation which I
identified with strongly, my sensitivities
directed towards and with those who
were greatly disinterested with the
continued pg 15
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OUR }(tRRTS

As we gently /fiercely

dance/fighJ
celebrate
on the cuhes of Babylon
dying, wheezing prick amerika
we join hands
bodies
hearts

·with our Vietnamese .wters and brothers

Six days at the Peace City - I was walking on the
campsite and somebody yelled out, «Faggot!" It
made me feel · tightness. inside. Like the way I feel
a lot outside on Babylon's streets - accosted and
threatened. Angry. So much during that week was
feeling defined by that ugliness - white straight ma1e
sexism. At night those same men would ask for
spare "chicks."
So we had come together against the war and yet
the campsite was beset by contradictions - drugs,
freakouts, rapes, fighting.

we...'re Mo-.y 1hy:v-1e\-e tAo.y
1
y.Je, ,e

f lowe.r-.s.)

G-0..1 t-A.o..y Do.y'
:S ..,... 0

,.

...,.,J +'t-.e

v-,c.1<e

Do.y

in the jails
pow's all 13,000 of us
15 in a one person cell.

"hi, we're gay (gulp)"

.Sfr°l":'J

G-o.y Mo..y "Do.j
'5ov'-+ \ s ou.r +h, "j

- - -Su'j ;.., h;'J., b<a:.uf,("I

two loving sisters
isolated because they were kissing
maced and starved because we wouldn't
stop being free and loving it.

,~;c,,5
and feeling boxed in defences up. i became me
as gay , as thing--separate so vietnam seven
thousand miles away became a reality so
present because our oppression is so sharp that
the struggle centers around survival

Walking along at night-lots of different music-air filled with smoke and eerie half light from
hundreds of fires. Us walking along-sort of
lost--hard to find our way through all the
sleeping/ dancing/ talking/ loving/ hating/
hurting people--walking along holding hands
stopping at times to kiss and wann ourselves
together/ stopping to look at each other.
that '!Yas Mayday, too,
So much of our ulrie:· spent combatting
this shit-defending ourselves against the sexism
in the camp.
"straight(?)" men coming up to us-trying to get blow jobs
"Faggot! Queer!"
people gawking and peeking into our tent
where two gay brothers were making love.
so that the only thing we were able to communicate to people was how we felt oppressed.
I was tripping at the rock concert--late
and tired out--and I met four queens who had
come down after the bars had closed. They
offered wann hands and cigarettes and--we
were everywhere-breathing and surfacing and
livihg.
All the definitions coming down on us
saying basically "gay is bad!" objectifying us
into this box-- be forced to strike out yelling
"we're good, we're beautiful" always yellingmaking it hard to not yell and not be
defensive with each other
coming down as self-hate and apologies
to straight people--how could they love us,
if we dorit love them.
so little time to talk together--gay
sisters and brothers--about the sexism and
racism among ourselves keeping us apart
ways gay brothers hurt women
in little things like interrupting a sister
when she was talking-big things like talking about love &
togetherness--talking about"we"-all of us.
but thinking-because of fuckups &
narrowness--we brothers(men)
saying our love is real and
forgetting about the strong and beauty in
the love and figh1 of our sisters •

We were able to act with sisters - not with the
old attitude that they were right on despite the fact
they were women but because they were women and
had gotten a strength from their beauty and OPf•>ession together. We didn't come together out of deep
understanding and love but out of a need - willing
to accept contradictions, willing to hope we could
work together.
The feeling of desperation and need affected a
lot of our attitudes about gay mayday and mayday
in general - why we wanted it to happen and worked on it, why we didn't leave in the face of all the
sexism at the campsite, why we went into the streets
and why we were good and strong. We knew we
had to be there - everything depended on it - the
lives of Vietnamese and third world sisters and bro-

thers and our lives threatened by the same amerika
trying to stop our love.
In Washington women and gay people came together in new and sometimes comfortable ways. We
were all feeling bad about rapes, about male-dominated decision making, about faggot-baiting, propositioning, macho rock music, on and on. All feeling bad
about the same fuckups. We met together to talk
about it, moving from sadness and defensivness to
an openness and trust that was uncommon at the
campsite. We talked about the importance of Mayda1
•· for the Vietnamese and us .. and how we didn't
want sexism to destroy Mayday's possibilities as an
aid to eriding the war and an aid to bringing us
closer together. As the meeting ended people felt
good and just sat around the fire talking and singjng.
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the tirst time since arriving that I felt relaxed
enough to really open up and smile at the people I
was with, talk to them ; faces became familiar, we
laughed and hugged each other. We began to feel
like a community - a feeling which the hassles. sexism and general bad vibes of the campsite had
never allowed to develop. As we worked together
for the next three days that feeling continued 10
grow.

I rode down to Washington on the charter bus
with my friend Larry and two straight friends •·
Larry and I the only gay people on the bus. I
was wishing I had stayed home -- I hate demonstrations-sure, this one was supposed to be dif;
ferent .. but that's what we always tell ourselves
-· kept thinking it was all bullshit - farce on a
grand scale.
A long night through the wasteland of New Jersey. Dawn came in the woods and fields or Delaware •· brief rest from megalopolis tomb. The
sun rose at our backs -- a brilliant red orange ball
framed by spring green trees and a clear sky •· May
1, 1971 •· May Day•· a new dawn.

~

We arrive at the campsite, concert early Saturday
morning. The atmosphere is tense, hyper. The
whole place is wrong •· where is all the love and
celebration. Potomac Park is anything but a fos·
tival of life -- people poisoned with bad acid, a sister is raped, straight men baiting women .. "hey
baby, wanna ball" -- baiting gay people. The gay
campsite is hardly better, lots of bickering and
quarreling division, not much feeling of togetherness. I got very depressed, wondering what we had
to offer as a "revolutionary" group. To me the
festival of life in Potomac Park was hardly different thar the day to day Amerikan "festival of
..!!::.. "
Sunday morning we are booted out of the park. I
leave with four brothers .. we are an affinity group
- and we slowly meander our way across the city
to Georgetown University for a late afternoon
meeting. Thete are policemen on every comer. We
get thrown out of a small park. In a downtown
drugstore, the boy behind the counter asks how
things are going, wishes me luck on Monday. Other
May Day people are wandering around the city - it
is a sunny warm day - the hyper tension of the
campsite is gone - people are friendly .. "Are you
staying for Monday." "Yep." "Right on!" The
weekend concert bad acid crowd seems to have gone
home. We go to Rock Creek Parkway, the gay contingent's target for the Monday actions. It runs by
the creek in a na.,ow gully with steep banks on
both sides - a trap.
Finally we arrive at Georgetown. Mass confusion
prevails, evetyhody is looking for a meeting or
their regional group or their lost friends. We hear
about the Women's march downtown .. sisters beaten
up, gassed, arrested. Rumours are flying • George
Washington and American U. have been closed to
us, Georgetown is the only place left we can go,
but maybe the pigs are going to move in and gas
us out of Georgetown. Nobody knows for sure.
The plans for Monday are unclear. It is impossible
to tell how many people were discouraged or
scared off by the pigs and split for home. The
whole action seems so tenuous. It starts to ·rain.
The gay contingent moved off to a church a few
blocks away late Sunday afternoon - we were given
a place to stay for the night. It wasn't far from
our target. By about 5:30 pretty much everyone
was there, about 200 of us . mostly men . the gay
women related to the women's contingent for the
most part.
That afternoon was the first time that we were
together as a group away from the mass of straight
May D::iy people. This isolation was a good thing it gave us a chance to begin developing some group
consciousness as a Gay May Day tribe, some sense
of being and working together as gay people. It was
Oil' 1"1

<.

~o

We talked late Sunday night despite the fact that
most of us were already exhausted. We discussed
our tactics for Monday, blocking Rock Creek Parkway. We discussed what little infonnation we had
about other regional contingents and their plans for
Monday. Mostly we talked because we were scared
and needed the comfort of each other's voices.
Washington was a very heavy city Sunday night pigs lined many of the main streets. Lone lines
of jeeps filled with MP's moved up and down the
streets. Rumours were circulating about heavy fines
and jail sentences for those arrested.
Monday morning we got up early - it was still dark
and damp and cold. And then we moved onto the
streets in small affinity groups - we planned to
assemble near the target area after half an hour
and from there move out onto the Parkway. From
here everything becomes a blur in my mind . the
Monday actions were chaos.
The gay contingent was never able to assemble as
a group and move onto Rock Creek Parkway. The
pigs were everywhere, patrolling the streets, suddenly
roaring up to a group of people, jumping out of the
car five or six of them. chasing and clubbing us,
trying to scatter us. The citizens of Georgetown
stood on their porches drinking coffee watching the
action . many were friendly, some weren't, mostly
they appeared to be rather confused by the whole
thing. I ran with five other gay brothers in an
affinity group. The streets were full of small
affinity groups moving back and forth. A number
of small groups would assemble briefly, do an
action and then scatter off.again in affmity
groups. We blocked the side streets of Georgetown
with litter, trash cans and parked cars to help protect the people on the main streets and ourselves
from surprise attack by the fast-moving roving pig
cars. A group of about seventy-five people, gay
and straight, gathered and we charged down onto
Rock Creek Parkway, stalling the inbound traffic.
The pigs arrived soon, clubbing those who sat down,
chasing us off the street. We moved off to Wisc.
Ave. (one of Georgetown's main streets) which was
blocked by large groups of people in two places
when we arrived. We moved onto the streets and
did a "can can" chorus line for the benefit of the
stalled motorists. Twice drivers ploughed through
the crowd with their cars, luckily, no one was badly
hurt.

I moved off Wisc. Ave. with three gay brother!l, and
a gay sister - my afftnity group had split up because
one of the brothers had been clubbed and had to
get medical attention. As we moved toward Georgetown U., the tear gas suddenly became very heavy.
Much to our surprise a middle-aged woman invited
us into her house to escape the gas. She let us
wash up, gave us food and coffee, and was generally very wonderful. Finally we left and slowly
made our way back to the church. The streets were
quiet - pigs lined the curbs and the intersections •
traffic was flowing.
fhe street outside of the church was a staging area

''!JY.'l ~(1
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THE GOVERNMENT STRIKES BACK

Three gay brothers . Colin Niburger
from Boston and Ken Kelly and
Terry Taube from Michigan have been
subpoenad ro appear before a Federal
Grand Jury in Detroit. This grand
jury is one of six investigating the
U.S. Capitol bombing in Morch, the
Harrisburg.Berrigan "conspiracy" and
the May Day acti.ons in Washington.
Several other people ha11e been subpoenaed and some indicted from the
same investigation. Because the go11emment can't find the people who really

,
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:·11~ National Guard troops. We stopped and talke d
to them . most of them were very friendly, wislting
us luck, giving us C rations. The basement of the
r.hurch was a "field hospital .. - it is incredible •
people lying everywhere who we re rnared and du bbed by rhc pigs.
Only one of our people was arrested Monday. The
pigs concentrated on mace, gas, and clubs in t~
Georgetown area. We seem to have been sucessfu l
in keeping the streets too clogged to permit the big
police buses used for the mass arrests from getting
into the area. Also the police were probably more
concerned with clearing the streets in the government part of the city downtown.
We were asked to leave the church in the- afternoon.
Some people has left us but there were still 150 0f
us and we had no place to stay. Finally, we moved
to a Gay Liberation collective on S St. The Washington people found us places to stay for the night
in private homes and apartments. All of us were
incredibly exhausted • l remember more than once,
sitting down and suddenly waking up half an hour
later, not recalling falling asleep. We had to stay
inside as much as possible Monday night, the pigs
were patrolling the streets and it wasn't safe for
anyone who vaguely resembled a demonstrator to
be out.
That night about 80 people skulked out into the
night and went to the annual convention of the
American Psychiatric Association which was being
held in Washington at the time . They briefly took
over the stage. Basically they demanded that
shrinks wake up to the fact that we are human
beings, not a siclfoess to be exploited and " cured' '
with the feudal methods employed by most so
called doctors of psychiatry.
Tuesday we returned to the streets in the morning,
there were 10 pigs for everyone of us • there was
lots of milling around, some arrests, but little hap·
pened. In the afternoon the tribes gathered and
we marched as a mass on the Justice Dept. Even
though 7,000 people had been arrested on Monday,
there were still another 7 ,000 of us to march on
Tuesday. It was so incredible, after the gas and
clubs and arrests of Monday, we were back '.>n
the streets again· tetting them know they couldn't
beat us into silence. The demonstration itself was
like lots of other demonstrations, but the fe•eJing
was different . we were together and we felt our
power.

blew up the Capitol • the Weather
underground - it's trying to pin the
"crime" on innocent people and also
attempting to create another
"conspiracy" by producing "evidence"
to link the May Day actions with the
Capitol bombing. Leslie Bacon is
now in jail as a result of the Seattle
grand jury and it looks like the government is planning to use the grand
juries as a means of putting other
sisters and brothers in jail. These
people need our help. Defense
:noney can be sent to the Red Book,
91 River St. , Cambridge, Mass..

♦
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About 80 gay people from our contingent were
arrested oo Tuesday, some in the morning, most
at the Justice Department.. There was only a
small group of us left at S St. that afternoon. We
spent our time trying to find out who was in jail,
who had gone home, raising money, going down
to the jails trying to locate our people, helping
the legal people with their work. By late Wednesday afternoon most of the people were either out
of jail or were awaiting release so I left Washington
with three other brothers and returned to Boston.

I have alot of random thoughts about what
happened wh.ilt we were there.
Militarily (despite the bad implications of that
word, ·the Monday actions were a military action)
we were smashed pretty badly. We left too early
in the morning . many of us had been dispersed
by the time the heavy traffic started. The pigs
were superbly organized and disciplined; we weren't,
we were just learning. The pigs had radios, helicopters, clubs, mace, and tear gas; we had no~g
but our bodies.

• It ts impossible to tell how many people actually
made it to work on Monday. The government
tells us !hat more people than average reported.
Other sources (like government workers) say that
•nany offices w; re almost empty and that alot of
people just stayed home , never even trying to ma.kc
it into work on Monday .
- Despite lies by the government and the pig media,
!he D. C. community activC'!y supported us in many
cases. When we were thrown oul of Po1omac Park
on Sunday the residents o f the city opened their
homes and their churches for us to stay in. The
Black commun ity especially,provide<l us with space
in !heir churches and gave us food. Police and Nat•
ional Guard. guarding prisinors in the D.C. Colesium,
rai&ed S600 among themselves for our bail fund.
On the streets of Georgetown, the residents sometimes suggested that we let the air out of tires or
slash them in order to make the cars harder to
move off 1he street. The woman who lent her
living room when the gas was heavy, was not an
isolated eccentric. Most people were willing to look
at us as sincere people even though most of them
didn ' t feel that they could personally participate
in the kind of disruptive action we were doing.
There was a very real attempt by a large segment
of the D.C. community to understand why we
were there and where we were coming from.
I am generally very cynical of the Movement's
rhetoric about how "the people will come together
and show our love for each other and our solidarity with the oppressed people of the world and so
on and on and on". My experience has usually
been that the reality has lit tie resemblence to
the rhetoric. Washington was ve ry different. As
I worked with my gay sisters and brothers, a very
powerful sense that we were together developed •
we felt the energy that being together g~nerated.
Thls feeling didn't express itself verbally - words
weren't needed to describle something that was
real and beautiful. We felt our power as human
beings, our power to dig our way out of the hole
Amerika has put us in.
I wore nw Gay May Day tee shirt most of the
time I was in Washington. More than once straight
brothers would come and talk to me, obviously
because I was wearing that tee shirt. From most
of these brothers I sensed a real attempt to deal
with their attitudes about gay people, a real attempt
on their part to come to terms with me as a
human being, a gay human being. In more general
tenns, the straight movement was very aware of
our presence in Washington. For the first time, I
think many people were forced to deal with us as
real, as a real part of the movement, not just some
scatterbrained lunatic fringe of queers which has
nothing to do with "real" politics.
. None of this is to say that everything was perfect . people aren't perfect. There was lots of
sexisr-1 in both the gay contingent and the straight
movement. But Washington was a first • the first
time many straight people had worked with and
done actions with openly gay people, the first
time we came to the movement as a Gay May Day
tribe, part of May Day, but seperate too, with our
ow,1 style and our own way of relating to the
actions • a way which we defined ourselves and
didn't have given to us by the straight movement.
h·ay Day was just a beginning; there is still much
to be done.
. 'J he most powerful thing I am left with , !he
feeling that we have the ability to work through
our problems in some kind of collective fashion,
as gay people, as people.
'.Ve were/are an army of gay lovers
Part of a people's army.
Believe it or not,
AN ARMY OF LOVERS WILL NOT LOSE!
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'Bevolat ionar•'
Sexism
,I
The division between Eldridge Cleaver and the
Black Panther Party involves many factors, most
of which are not the concern of those outside
the party. Even if it were my perogative to
judge, I could not be unprejudiced, barraged
as I am with media attacks and distortions.
some of the lies do get through. And not being
Black myself, I have to acknowledge that my
culture has implanted racial prejudices in me
tha1 distort and inhibit my life. Nonetheless,
as a gay male , I do need to relate to the
question of sexism.

Our awe for Cleaver and his work has not been
wrong? his writings and speeches have helped
us all. What has been wrong is our silence
in not attacking the sexist aspects of his works.
Howyver much we might admire anyone, we
should not be silent to their flaws. The
revolution will advance only if we can criticize
others and receive criticism ourselves. Charis-matic lead ers beyond criticism are a block
to the revolution; though they may be correct
in their anaJysis, in distancing themselves
from the people they impede the people's
liberation.

The manifest reason for Eldridge Cleaver's expulsion from the party has been on this issue
so important to gay pcop le. According to
Elaine Brown , he has brutally mistreated
Kathleen Cleaver, and "In an act exemplyfying
the true nature of a chauvinist, a combination
] of cowarfdlh
of cowardly terror and an inferiority complex ,
Eldridge .... killed his brother Rahim .'' (Whether
these charges are true or not, certainly the
inability of men to love one another has
too often been the root of their having to
kill other men to prove their masculinity.)

Confusing as the dispute might be, I hope
it is not a cynical move by the party to exploit
feelings against sexism but in fact another step
in the movement against male chauvinism.
Bobby Seale has argued that "The fight against
male chauvinism is a class struggle .... Male
chauvinism is directly related to maJe domination
and ii is perpetuated as such by the ruling
class in America." Capitalism and male
chauvinism reinforce racism. Seale writes that
"A good part of racism is the absdurd psychological fears on the part of peop le who think
that the black man has a bigger penis than
the white."

I cannot verify o r refute the accusations against
Cleaver; nor can I judge whether they are the
only reason for Cleaver's expulsion. But his
attacks on gay love have been too long passed
over by gay peop le and arc wor1h reviewing.

Huey Newton welcomed gay liberation to the
Revolutionary People's Convention in Philadel-

~""'"
phia and Washington last year. . In a quite
honest and forthright manner, he faced up to
one of the most difficult issues for males
unable to physically love other males: "Whatever your personal opinions and your insecurities
about homosexuaJity and the various liberation
movements among homosexuals and women (and
I speak of homosexuaJs and women ~ oppressed
groups), we sho uld try to unite with them in
a revolutionary fashion. I say, 'whatever your
insecurities are' because, as we very well know,
sometimes our ftrst instinct is to want to hit
a homosexual in the mouth because we're
afraid we might be homosexual .... I have hangups
myself about male homosexuaJity."
Newton's signing such a statement is very
important because sexual hangups are an obstacle in the organization of the people's
liberation. Our oppressors have divided us,
and if we fall into their divisions--men, women;
gay, straight; black, white; American, foreign;
old, young4c -then we are weakened.
Erika Huggins says, ''We need whole families
of people, young, old, black, brown, red,
yellow, beige, whatever, male, female, gay-everybody, because everybody is faced with
American oppression."
OFF PRICK POWER!!!

POWER TO THE PEOPLE!!!!!

Of gay women, Cleaver says, "If a lesbian is
anything she is a frigid woman, a frozen cunt,
with a warp and a crack in the wall of her
ice. " llis response to gay males is to quote the
super.sexist Norman Mailer "that many homosexual s
go in the direc ti on o f assuming that there is
something in t rin sically superior in homosexuality ... "
Cleaver a1ds to Mailer by stating flatl y. "I ,
for one, do not think homosexuali ty is the latest
advanced over hfet
advance over he terosexuality on the scale of human
evolution. Hom osexuality is a sickness. ju st
as arc baby-rape or wanting to become the
head of {jcncr.il Motors."

Uniformed
■ICBO
I walk into department
stores and smile as,
I have always smiled, Marc's
smile
~nd yet the _old ladies just
dont seem to dig me anymore.
I find it more comfortable now
to touch men in a tender way--a
more naturaJ way, than the
accepted fraternity handshake. I
had a dream that men killed
each other, hard, for their
woman. 0 God. Millions died for
your sins, thou must protect
and stand with weapons over
the woman b"ack home standing
guard over the kids· and the
kitchen. 0 God, stand still.

If you asked a cop why he
stood so solid by the Kennedy
building last Thursday, he seemed
to be thinking of his wife and[
three kids back home1 How
can we reach him? My
motives, were truly, not a].
together honorable, nor simple,
for also being at the Kennedy
Building, sitting. The night
before, I had pained to find
out that my psyche was so
confused with persona] afflictions, shortcomings and des-

tinies, that I too was presenting
myself in a political way,
without the righteous motivations. Now, I imagine, that when
I sighted oppression in America,
I shut my eyes to my own
oppression. Not only, for sure,
that all white people are necessarily,
inately racists, that I could say
with the probable delight in
in being partially diminished
by admittance; but I was also
becoming aware of my daily
oppression of all the men and
women around me. Norman
Mailer seems to feel comfortable in giving a favorable review
to a feminist:-; book, but we
still know hes a pig, and
yes, I'm a pig, and yes, I'm a
pig. I think some people wanted
to die on Thursday last, under
Kennedy and the cops and.
Urizen, undet guilt. I might
have.

The day had barely begun
on Thursday, three thousand
people moved towards government center, and it was truly
righteous. Television cameras
were set, to film the Aquarian

postcard of demonstrators
and cops beating on each other
for their job that scene had to
be created , to their fulfilhnent.
My anguish from the
night before had tucked itself
under my covers, and I was
called up for duty. We maneuvered our way from the annex
door, around the side, to the
support of the frorlt doorvanguard, and we were committed. We didn't feel strong in
a corrupt way, but more like
the courage and energy of the
children in the fields, smaJl,
meager, protective of each
other, from the dark, from the
"tigers of wrath." The policemen were there. I guess they are
representative of the other:
side, they stood over us, and
we were children-•
1 found an enemy in a polliwog
How strange
He spit on me
I spit on him
I sneezed and he cried
Oh how sad I was that day
My eyes could only express
to him what I felt behind

them. He told us that he had
a job to do, his wife and kids
and all that shit, but he looked
so goddam tender, so sincere,
young, loving. His eyes were
sensitive and I think mine
were. I felt tender towards
him, I Wished to put my
arms around him , and tell him
how good it was that we
were friends. But we weren't
friends, he didn't hate me, but
thought more directly to the
femaJe next to me: even the
enemy's women were a11 right
to fuck, the Great Amerikan
Penis finding its course throughout the Pacific and European
Snatch Operations. All those
crying babies---and only 'cause
misses McDonnell had told her
daughter that if anybody even
thought about what was between
her legs, it wOuld certainly
fall off. And Jimmie's father
simultaneously told him that
Mussolini pulled his weenie and
now it doesn '1 work.
I can view the events of last
week and Amerika and Emerson
and C0ps in such sexual images
because these imagei: feem to
...uminut..u , rage 11
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NIGHTMARE

AWAY

FROM

MY
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This moment one.black ..man holds P."'p.le flowOf
'
·
Under water where I swnn• -The scream
\ ,,.
~
,,,o //
Of calling for a ram in dryness, needing
\
/
1 ~ ,
Food once eaten sweeping out. for feeling
•
~
.
,.
~Seeing. Three white birds to left and high
,.(l4
•
~
Sweep down and change the color of the
Grass first green then yellow brown-r\ \
/' , - .
'And as the earth cracks--Open-..J ~i
l ' "
.,,.
Comes a yello~ d~g and needi~g you.
t~ J~~ .
'--'
Marching sokhers m shabby unifonn were
}
Next to one another and alone, more
A
Lonely than the flowers on the wall. First
~ I
There was life broken, fate accepted
~ .r
And six weeks of t raining to b~ hard.
/ 1
The shit he cleaned swept to his head.
Then axes followed one another, dull ones
Hack crevices, rips. bruises, more surface
To absorb the eager vaccine$, acjds,
Antiseptic cultu,re bearing fluids eager
For more prey--He prayed he screamed
They let him scream until his creative spark
In calling morphine down surprised them
Into sensate life and eagerly, gracefully
Delivered him white powder in slightly used
Distilled water with--the practiced gestures
Of trained doctors--and his scream
Become a gasp--a ~lgh--contentment-·
Well this morphine dulls the fighting spirit
Makes an anuy of the dead, useless here
As useful on the other side of town-So there remains that other addictive
lnstitution--Sex
As conceived by Cotton Mather, and
Dedicated worshipfully to proposition
God in our chains--so pitiful his
Soldier's stare--the eyes split-each
Half of sight roams freely in its appointed labor--find the gook woman-Then and only then has he integration
Two eyes focused fur the other side
Of his useful slavery--ln this act
He has the chance to pass it on
Enraging only chained gook dogs-•
The focus--and the time of laugh-The soldier's snicker whinnying up-To bash his hean against the rubberized
•;,.
No cry line-The shame--of wanting to
Trained to silence for the mercy of my ears
Will feed his bitterness--tonight-tomorrow-So it can hear the footfalls
In the field--He will remember only kill-Of one who approaches shaking walls
The admirable exercise--his only outward
Till flowers dance and plaster falls
Move not making him a maggot in the
And the birds swim up treading air
Ax-handler's eyes-On discharge
Until my silent voices learn to speak
(Silence is presumed before--sensuality
Themselves
The crime, while in) On discharge
Until our confljcts learn to dance
He feels worth--The narrow exit now
And contradidJon is accepted as my way to !if e
The door to jail--Enraging all the peQple
Will be in sµµ ~uripremeditated steps
Until the yellow dog has a chance
Known and happy in the moment's
To slip into the earth--1 reappear
Coming out.
As me in broken body screaming

~
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Continued from page lO

• have credence. The cancerous
tissues eating away at themselves must have another outlet.
Hate must have another outlet,
in Love.
When I got dragged away on
Thursday, I expected a quick
exit, instead I was taken
inside the Kennedy Building
and pushed in an elevator with
others also being busted; we were
then subjected to beatings.
The energy, the force of the
police, the diseaSed billyclub
running loose on bodies, faceless,
so much screaming and heavy
breathing. They fling us, one
upon another and started
swinging, always feeling control,
always fucking from the top.
We poured forth "ruby tears,"
as a substitute for those constipated bursts of wedding
night energies. Could this have
been avoided? momentarily,
by a bus1oad of Spanish
whores? Could the police of
the day have relieved their
sexist pleasures by masturbating in the back of their
paddy wagons? But they were
taught that idle hands heed
the devil's work.

The police reached their
.second climax in the basement
of the Kennedy Building.
We were now however, not
completely alone. The FBI_and
some Record American reporters
although present, never inter- '
fered with the passions that
were felt in that damp garage.
We were on our knees bein•g
clubbed, we were up against
the wall being manhandled
and clubbed, my eyes caught,
already dried blood on one
of the 'baseball bats.' And I
realized at that moment that
I was crying. I had been
crying since the first cop
grabbed at me, sending a
shock throughout my body.
I was paralyzed and weeping.
I was looking through a keyhold
at my father beating my mother
or sister or me, but I was looking through a keyhole.
When we were in the paddywagon, I was still on the
ground in the garage, in the
burning hut in Viet Nam, in
my own room alone, and I was
ordered to stop weeping, because I had to take it if I was

{A minor)
I walked into the sunget
(B minor)

· My brothers' hands in mine.
(A minor)
Talk.in an of the child taught ways,
(B minor)
We've tried to hide our tears, our lives

/F)
From one another

/E)
From one another.

{A minor)

They say a man ain't half a man
{B minor)

Without a woman to fill his heart
{A minor)

They've branded me a thousand nan
(B minor)

'Cause I'd rather have my brothers' love

/F)
Then play the master's part
/E)
They've set aside for me.

{A minor)

Oh Lord I want to be free

/E)

To love just who I wanna love.
(A minor)

Gentle and sweet.
/E)
Give what I gotta give
{A minor)
Don't lay your rules on me
/E)
Want to live how I want to live
{A minor)
Gay as I can be

/E)
Sing the songs I wanto sing
f4 minor)
Gay as I can be

/E)

a man. I stopped crying.
We drove on, leaving me and
my buddies l)ilflg on the floor
of the garage. We tried collecting ourselves and sat around
listening to the policemen
telling stories about their
wives who had probably grown
new membranes by now, and
how it would take a drill to
poke a hole again, while Eric,
stuffed a bunch of freshly pulled
out hair into his pocket, and
sighed that he was already
going bald; and then looked
and saw he had no pocket
anymore.

Dance the way I want to dance
Gay as I can be
Talk the way I want to talk
Gay as I can be
Walk the way I want to walk
Gay as I can be
Love the way I want to love
Gay as I can be
Be just who I want to be
Gay as I can be
{A minor)
They burned us at the witch's feet
{B minor)
Human tinder to prove their manliness
{A minor)
You know the name has mi.ck around
{B minor)
Flaming Faggots catch the blaze from sisters
{F)
now
We're gonna bum it down
/E)
We're gonna bum it down

CHORUS
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We, as gay north-americans who have
identified with and supported the Cuban
Revolution and our gay sisters and
brothers in Cuba through our participation in the Venceremos Brigade, denounce the anti-homosexual policy fonnulatcd at the recent conference on education and culture and endorsed by
1he Cuban government.
We have seen 1he struggle of all Cuban
people and gay people all over the world
as a common struggle; we have supported the progressive economic policies
of the revolution and have been excited and encouraged at the indications
of a developing cultural revolution
toward the liberation of women and the
end of alienation in all areas of Hfe.
Inherent to socialism and socialist
practice is the equalization of power
among all people. People cannot seize
control of their own Jives unless they
see themselves historically and analyze
critically the cu lture and institutions
which have formulated them. Centuries of sexist attitudes inculcated by
all the institutions of "Western civiliza
tion" especially the church, have served
to solidify today's sexist superstructure
which places straight men at the top -defining their masculinity by the amount
of power they have over gay people,
women, and other men. It is each person's revolutionary responsibility
to be critical of the racist and
sexist institutions which perpetuate
divisions among us. There can be" no
reaJ revolution, no truly sociaJist society
until we remove the walls of self-hatred
that separate us from ourselves and
o lilet people.
Gay people owe allegiance to no nation.
The anti-homosexual policy of the Cuban
government does not simply fail to include gay people in the revolutionary
process - it specifically excludes them
from participation in that process and
the right to setf-detennination. We
have been told that it is reactionary
for us to criticize and condemn our
oppressors when they call themselves
revolutionary or socio.list. A policy of
ruthless and incessant persecution of
gay people is contradictory to the needs
of all people, and such a policy is reactionary and fascist. All sexist policies
and practices are counterrevolutionary
and evidence the efforts of a ruling
class to crush the people's cultural revolution when it threatens the ruling
class (or caste) position of privilege.
Also, we denounce the national committee of the Venceremos Brigade as
agents of a sexist hierarchy. They, in
their liberal!.sm, have not en_gaged in
critical relationship with either the Cuban
people or with revolutionaries here.
We call upon all progressive people to
join in our protests against this reaction•
ary policy and to make their feelings
known by writing to tfie Cuban Prime
Minister and First Secretary of the
Communist Party in Havana.
Tum it out!
Venceremos!

GAY COMMITTEE OF RETURNED
BRIGADISTAS

GUBISI!
Gayness&theCuban
Revolution

BELOW IS THE STATEMENT OF THE FIRST
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION AND
CULTURE DENOUNCING HOMOSEXUALITY.
ON EITHER SIDE ARE THE REACTIONS OF SOME
GAY SISTERS AND BROTHERS FROM THIS COUNTRY.

The social pathological character of homosexual deviatio11s was recognized.
It was resolved that all rnamfest1tions of homosexual deviations are to be
firmly rejected a11d prevented from spreading. It was pointed our, however, that a study. mvesrigarion, and analysis of this complex problem
should always determine the measures to be adopted.
It was decided that homosexuality should not be considred a central
problem or a furulamental one in our society, but rather its attention
and solution are necessary.
A study was made of the origin and evolution of this phenomenon and
of its present~ay scope and antisocial character. An in.<Jepth analysis
was made of the preventive and educational measures that are to be
put into effect against existing focuses, including the control and
rei,ocation of isolated cases, always with an educational and prevent•
rive purpose. It was agreed to differentiate between the van·ous cases,
their stages of deterioration and the necessarily different approaches
to the different cases and degrees of deterioration

On the basis of these considerations, it was resolved that it would be
convenient to adopt the following measures:
a) Extension of the coeducational system: recognition of its importance in the formation of children and the young.
b) Appropriate sexual education for parents, teachers and pupils.
This work must not be treated as a specia.l subject but as one falling
into the general teaching syllabus, such as biology, prysiology, etc.
A campaign of information on sex matters should be carried out among
teachers and parents to help them answer, in a proper and scientific
way, the questions asked by children and young people.
c) Stimulation of a proper approach to sex, A campaign')/ information
should be put into effect among adolescents and young people which
would conrribute 10 the acquisition of a scientific knowledge of sex
and the eradication of prejudices and doubts which in some cases
result in the placing of too much importance on sex.
d) Promotion of discussion among the youth in those cases where it
becomes necessary to delve into the human aspect of sex relations.
It was resolved rhat it is not to be tolerated for notorious homosexuals
to haved influence in the formation of our youth on the basis of
their "artistic merits."
Qmsequently, a study is called for to determine how best to tackle the
problems of the presence of homosexuals in the various institutions of
our cultural sector
It was proposed that a srudy should be made to find a way of applying measures with a view to transfering to other organizations those
who, as homosexuals, should not have any direct influence on our youth
through artistic and cultural activities.
Jt was resolved that those whose morals do not correspond to the
prestige of our Revolution slwuld be barred from any group of performers representing our country abroad.

The statement on
homosexuality issued in Cuba by the
Firs1 Narional Congress on Education
and Cuilure, which was atlendcd and
endorsed by the leaders of the Cul:l:rn
government. is openly reactionary. It
is a threat to the lives and freedom of
gay people because of the "severe pen•
allies" demanded for ·'repeat offenders'·
and also because ii encourages individual physical violence against homoscxu•
als. It is also a threa1 because of Cuba\
reputation as a revolutionary nation.
We. the Gay Revolutionary Party. condemn the statement of the First National Conference on Education and Culture. We demand of revolutionaries
everywhere that they join with us
initially in this move by the printing
of this statement and their own comments.
The fight or the Cubans and othe1
Third World peoples against the imperialism of the U.S. and its lackeys cannot be won by maintaining the atti•
tudes of cultural and sexo•cconomic
systems which support and are nur•
tured by sexism, male indiv idual ism,
t;apitalism, and imperialism. It is necessary that cultura1 as well as ecomomic
and political revolution occur, and that
this revolution destroy the sexist roots
of exploitation.
As long as anti-gay attitudes persist,
not only will gay people suffer, but
the exploitation of women by man
will be nomaJ, · competition among
ma1es will be the rule, and true communism will be impossible. We are socraJ•
ists. We have come to understand that
the destruction o~ straight social patterns (i.e. those molded on power based
role playing heterosexua1ity) and the creation of gayness (i.e. mu tuaJity and
e11uality of hum an relationships
based on the model of free homosexuality) are inherent to the development
of a true sociaJist society. Thus, the
only way to assure a straight Cuba is
to re-establish capitalism. A people
struggling toward socialism can, due
to an incorrect ideologicaJ superstructtne, kill, relocate, or isolate in<livid•
ual gay people, but they cannot help
but create conditions favorable to
Gay people are not one more group
struggling for liberation. We are and
have aJways been considered the scum
of the earth, but we are you, we are
everyone. The Gay Revolution is basic because it will destroy the sexual
and social roles which are at the bottom or all exploitation, establishing
mutuaJity of relationship between all
people.

Finally, it was agreed to demand that severe penalties be applied to those
who corrupt the morals of minors, depraved repeat offenders arul
irredeemable anti-social elements.

We do not call upon straight male govennent to cl\ange it policy or refonn
its laws, whether it is in Cuba, the
United States, of the Soviet Union.
We caJl instead upon all people who
seek freedom and an end to domination, to examine straight relationships
and to realize with us that it is the
roles and attitudes inherent to the
maintenance of these relationships
that prevent revolutionary change.

Cultural institutions cannot serve as a platform for false intellectuals
who try to make snobbery, extravagant conduct, homosexuality and other
social abberations into expressiorzs of revolutionary spirit and art, isolated
from the masses and the spirit of the Revolution.

Cuba's reactionary policy cannot defeat us. It will only strengthen our
resolution to fight collectively until
the Gay Liberation of a11 people.

Excerpted from GRAMMA (Cuba's Communist Party Newspaper)

tum it out
gay revolutional)' party
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!foterosexuals do not go to psychiatrists
and ask not to be heterosexual.
Psychiatrists. who have been instrumental
in charting mental health for gay people. have
not shown that they are aware of the numerous factors in one's environment that drive
gay people to them for some explana1ion for
their unverbalized anxiety in daHy living.

G.P.P. FROM TR.\NSLYYANIA JAIL

TO BE 19 A;'ID GAY (CONT'D)

concerned about my being in the insane asylum. He promised to visit me there as often
as possible and he did! One day while I was
sitting in the lobby visiting with Eugene. 1hc
nurse from the ward informed us that 1)rtlers
had just come from my doctor that I was
not allowed to have any visitors except
for my immediate family and that Eugene
was t0 leave. '1urious, I ran upstairs
and stormed into the doctor·s office
demanding an explanation. The doctor
grabbed the phone and calbd for some
attendants who forcibly escorted me back
to the: Receiving Unit. There 1 was held
until it could be decided what would be
done with me for screaming at the doc1or.

HOMOSEXUALl'l'Y AND PSYCHIATRY
( CONTINUED )
of erotic love. Thus other expressions of love
i.e. pre-marital heterosexual relations, are less
important and immature. Love between persons
of the same sex is made obscure, anonymous
or non-existent; if it hasn't been explicitlY
preached against it has been at least, effect•
ively left out ol the everyday experience and
mental const,ructs of human relations.
Male and Female
on t.v .. radio, magazine advertisements, literatt.lre, and entertainment.
Male identification ... sports and competition
Female idenlisication ... soap operas and tears
Gender role identification may not be as simplified as hard and soft, but we've all learned
that we have a role and to·cross over is to
question unconscious authorityupon which we
exist daily. lt is obedience to this authority that
defines a healthy mental adjustment.
Go to a psychiatrist who supports homosexuality but what does he do to allay the
cultural bias against you ... one psychiatrist
is not going to change all of society in their
value for homosexuals.
So you adjust; rather you hide.
A psychiatrist will probably not encourage you
to integrate your life with your sexual preference , he knows that a public manifestation
and daily celebration of your sexuality is not
comfortable amidst social condemnation. To my
knowledge, th:: ::,,;ychiatric establishment has not
made a strong or serious challenge to social
attitudes regarding gayness. And then I don't
expect this to occur, for how many psychistrists experience the daily oppression of SOC·
iety in its cultural and institutional preclusion
of gay Ht2 style.
Gay people, seeking aid from 'professionals',
cannot expect a great deal. We go to therapy
somewhat aware of the social inequality and
cultural condemnation· thus we are forced to
adjust to the heterosexual reality. Perhaps we
feel a little more secure because some'author•
ity' on human psychology says it is alright.
But is it alright? When we must continue
to hide from friends and strangers that our sexualyreference is nQt the same as theirs. Is it alright when psychiatrists who profess a validity
of choice for homosexuals are still willing to
eradicate their sexual drive with electrical shocks
because an individual feels too overwhelmed
and stigmatized by social attitude?

In the meantime, I found out through
the grapevine that infom1ation had leaked
out that the reason I was not allowed to
see Eugene anymore was that he was
suspected of being a homosexual because
he had long hair and played the piano.
and that since I was at the hospital to be
cured, it was not in my best interest to
have me seeing any queers who would
just fuck my head up. After all. given
enough time, I would sec the error of my
ways. If nothing else. I would outgrow
them.
Well, they gave me time allright! I
was shipped t0 ohe of the maximum
security back wards on an indefinite basis.
Once I was transferrc'd I was given a new
doctor who informed me of what I was
supposed to do. l was to cut my hair
which was in an early Beatie haircut,
stop wearing tight ~an_ts, and stop acting effeminate. He said that if I didn't at
Jeasl try to look straight, I'd never get
off ·that ward •-let alone the hospital.
The new ward was not exactly a young
person's cup of tea, as.it were ... most of
the patients were old and senile. There
was no recreation and for me there
simply was no one to talk to. We were
awakened at the crack of dawn and
hurled into a dayroom where I occupied
my time watching this old fart push a
bench up and down the ward all day or
listening to another old fart talk to the
radiator. Nights were something else
again! Guys pissed on the walls think. ing they were in the 9athroom. Others
just shit in their beds. The stench was
unbearable! If that wasn't enough, I'd
swear that e\'ery guy in that dom,itory
snored.
Anyway, to make a long story short,
I proceeded to cut my hair and eventually
got out of the hospital with the condition
that I was going to go to hairdressing
school. Looking back, that seems sort of
funny knowing that there are alot of gay
hairdressers.
Acutally it was during that hospital
stay that I began to realize that it was
a political system, in this case in the
fom, of a State Hospital, that was oppressing me not just my parents or
church or something like that. It was
something like giving birth to the political animal that had been wandering
in the jungle of my Soul.

encased in dead phallic power
conaccited a hundred times over
and stamped in everyman•~ mind
as a price or survival
i miss my loves
guilty, insecure. 100 man) unics
ovcrrecheo.:ked. now i feel
il substance wr cre:itcd

here love misses illl the time.
defined as outside and without.
hut without will never rill
the within and inhctwccn
in ;ihcyanr.;e i slide and slither
passively play in the macho mock-up
not even can i prodaim 1hr space
brothers gave- for iheir each other
Spon is
or shred
1hey are
they arc

to pry some jest or

gift

rrom the outmatcs
entrapped too. some allow
just men while others play men.

i can outwait these months, my loves
or the now you loosed inside me
for what we have to live for is
so much greater than what we did from
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·Writing about cock sucking can't help but emphasize cocks and in that sense be sexist .. the objectification concentrated not just on, but on one small
percentage part of the male body. We should be
beyond cocksucking •· into ear, nose, mouth, toe,
tongue, knee, ass, back, arm, finger , nipple, loin,
groin, and other part sucking.
We should be Eating e,ach other's seed/ eating/
(lh, each other./ Kissing the lover in the mouth of
bread/ lip to lip. (gary Snyder, Song of Taste)
In the meantime, some misconceptions need to
be overcome about cocksucking among males. Cocksucking is a specialized technique mastered even in
an amatucr way by probably not more than half the
male population, and everyone knows what the word
means.
Yet the allegedly "straight" male has an incredible taboo about sucking cock, or for that matter
having his own cock sucked. Some want it, but
they pretend they are drunk or asleep before they'll
let another male touch them sexually or themselves
touch another male. And there is another game •·
sometimes played in fraternities, prisons, and other
male groups .. of forcing someone to commit this
fearsome act of love.
Generally cocksucking is considered an act of debasement and subjegation even more than anal or
vulva-vaginal sex, and among gay males an implicit
acceptance of this oppressive idea is surprisingly
widespread.
Teenagers will play the game (and some continue
it through their life) of you do me and 171 do you.

The unrecognized premise being that the doing is a
nasty, unpleasant, undesirable act. This trading off
idea debases sex, reduces it from an act of love and
passion to something calculated and marketed. Some
gay males, who enjoy cocksucking and are ofte.r,
proud of their pleasure, will still retain this prejudice.
How many gay males take the attitude they don't
want to do anyone who does me? The hidden
premise being that a cocksucker is an unworthy perEven presumably liberated gay males retain prejudices about cocksucking. Someone who had kissed every male in the room would be considered
very liberated and right on; someone who had
sucked the cock of every male in the room would
be considered at best promiscuous at worst a perverted "dirty old man." Certainly on the Dow-Jones
sex rating (that every gay male group maintains for
every member) a liberated cocksucker would rate
very low. Who would want to suck the cock of
someone who had sucked the cock of every male in
the room? the city? the nation? the universe?
One astonishing prejudice among males is the lack
of interest' in technique. There is an incredible am·
ount of sloppy cocksucking, done without feeling,
almost done without wanting to know what's being
done. With training someone can swallow swords.
Why is it then that people choke on cocks? If
cocksucking were an act of relaxation, pleasure and
ecstasy, none should ever choke.
l:'erhaps this absence of technique comes from
most gay people's starting so late. It's not uncommon
for someone to wait into their twenties to "come
out." I sucked my first cock when I was four years
old (and have enjoyed doing it ever since). That
early experience has been very liberating and I think
its one of the greatest oppressions that gay people
are channeled and caged in an allegedly "straight"
world through their most fonnative years.
A central part of the sexist brainwashing is the
conception of sex as dirty. One reason we are sexist.s is that very -early we learn to hide parts of our
body because they are "private", "personal," "dirty,"
"unmentionable," or "unclean." To break this circuit takes a tremendous effort for everyone; for
gay people, a greater effort because cock-ass-vulvasucking-licking cannot be done without some sense
of contact with those parts of the body.
Overlaying this puritanism, there are other forms
of anti-gay channelling. At home, at school, where
ever we go, the word is Dick, Jane, Spot, Puff,
Mother and Father. We never see or hear of gay
people - not to mention cocksucking. Se:,; education, even the most progressive, does not include us
(except in ·the categories of disease and defonnity).
Everywhere the nuclear family is the model. An essential part of any program for those who cherish
freedom must be to trash the nuclear family. Gay
male liberation is at the heart of this revolution, and
so conceived, every cock sucked is an act of liberation
Why not teach first graders, not only about cock•
sucking, but about how to do it? Why should they
have to wait to be twenty-one and become a "consenting adult" before they can love? before they
can struggle for freedom? Twenty-one may be too
late, the child grown to adult might be defonned,
unable even to team to love.
If we are proud of being gay males, we should
be prcud of being cocksuckers. If cocksucking is
good. if it is an act of love, if it is a passionate
pleasure, we need to celebrate and cherish it. Cherish
it until the "private," «personal" disappear and with
them sexist objectification of the cock.
SUCK TO BE FREE!!!

WORDS IN ORIGIN

I love the feel
of words from lips

I 'iove to taste
the foel where
words come from
- tongue and socket total
tongued ear and lips
handle
the folded flesh
(with its pits,
dents, fissures, tissues)
extended beautifully
opening an antelope
slipping boundaries
an ass rimmed ear
a sinking rising
broken earth jointed
totalling tongue, socket and genitals
in one textured
apocalpytic coming.

I'm gay, yes I am, its true, accept it, there's
nothing wrong with it - is there? What do
I do - it doesn't matter I can hide my feelings from others, its all right as long as those
feelings are there. What about my parents •·
they don't have to know either, anyway they
won't mind as long as I'm happy. I saw all
those men with each other, I knew then I
was the same way - if I'd only known before that there were so many others. Where
do people meet each other, in those bars it seemed so exciting. Do you think I could
go there by myself? But what if someone
I know sees me, I'll die of shame. How do
all those people manage to lead a double
life? Do they all pretend to be straight during the day and then be themselves in the
bar at night? I can do that too, just watch
out for those effeminate mannerisms, they
will give me away. I'll have to start making
myself more attractive so that people will
notice me. I saw how it is done, if you like
someone you stare at them, that's easy enough.
I feel like supennan, a disguise during the
day and then the real me at night - its exciting.
I'll have to start lying and making excuses
to my friends, I can't let them know, they
wouldn't want to associate with me anymore.
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COMMUNITY Ch'NTl:R

( crmtinued)

But the fa ilures can't be blamed on the
building alone. Anxieties reenforced a tendency
to fonn cliques. which made new people and
visitcr» feel uncomfortable. Many people came
to the weekly meeting or the coffee house or
just to visit, and they were never seen again.
Our coffee house and relations were neither
as exciting as the bars and parks nor that much
different from them--at least to tho~ looking
in from the outside.
Weaknesses within the collective provided
a shaky foundation for the community center
which was intended to reach out with an
alternative life system to the whole gay world
in Boston. Instead we suffered from some
of the same tendencies/vices general to that
community. Of course, the physical facilities were inadequate to our needs. The building
didn't provide adequate space r0r the weekly
meetings and coffee-house on Saturday night .
Provisions were little better for smaller meet ings
such as or Consciousness Raising groups.

Bet:ausc the living situation didn't grow/
flow naturally / organically out of working
and playing with each other/ building genuine
feeling; liking relationships--thc basis for the
collective was political and because people
had different political priorities, divisions
appeared--feclings became alienated from
action--in other words. another oppressive
institution.
We must develop a relevant position for our
own people, instead of just borrowing from the
Women·s Movement or the New Left in general.
We owe them the perspective of our position.
and with a genuinely gay political perspective, we
may have a fiITTler ground for building the
future. While relating within our own
community, we must make it clear to the
wider movement where we are at so that
it is always possible for them to work with
us when they arc ready.

We need !O be more thoughtful and willing
to deal with what is difficult, painful.,ambiguous
and even humiliating in our position without
being merely defehsive.

I dwell on these difficulties not to exacerbate any bad feelings or to judge who was right
or wrong but in order to help build toward
other collective efforts. We arc not fri:e,

our experience shows that. We are not
yet an am1y? we are not yet lovers.
AN ARMY OF LOVERS CAN NOT LOSE !

Dear Dr. Reubin, Describe to me a homosexual experience? The usual homosexual
experience is muta/ masturbation. It is fast,
easy, and requires a minimum amount of
equipment. The chaps simply undress, get
into bed and manipulate each others penises
to the point of orgasm. 3 to 5 minutes
should be enough for the entire operation.

"Dr. Gebhard is convinced that a part•
icularly prolonged and .disfiguring case of acne can
also help precipitate

Dear Or. Reubin, Are all homosexual experiences as impersonal as some people say?
No, most are much more impersonal. Homosexuals seem to have a compelling urgency
about it. Ahomosexual walks into a men's
room, spots another homosexual; one drops
to his knees, the other unzips his pants and
a few minutes later it's all over, no names,
no faces, no emotions. A masturbation machine
might do it better.

COMING OUT

Aside from 'curing' homosexuals of their 'problem' psychiatrists often take out time
to write incisive characterizations about gay pebple to feed the curiosity of an eager
public. We've taken the time to reprint a few of theU" brilliant witticisms.

( continued)

"straight" life. At the same time I was
still alienated from youth culturists, they
said yes to heterosexuality everywhere,
morning noon and night; homosexuality,
only with those who did that thing and
only at night in your bedroom.
Sexuality, homosexuality, heterosexuality
some.how sexuality seems to be apart of
all of us but for tho~ who desire their
own gendei: a stigma of being strange,
different, can't make it with the chicks.
I am a boy and with other boys there
is no tender emotion or silly giggling,
or sharing day to day sentiments and
thoughts. .about all of this I intellect•
ualized, with myself and with others.
wondering whether relationships with
other males were. possible, with me some
speculated, most doubted and I fantasized but felt very destined to finding
emotional satisfaction only with women
and this I did
and it _was good, we shared much, joy
and pam
we got inside of each other and within
myself there is a part of her that I hope
will never leave;

Still discontent, I knew that I was strongly attracted to other males but was
fighting for fear, that I would have to
commit myself to homosex1:1ality instead
of homosexuality being a part Of me,
I· felt that this commitment would separate me from my friends due to my
mistrust of their potential to understand
and fee l the validity of my needs. I saw
the cultural manifestations of gay people
in only a superficial light. . . . I saw
only the hip homoxexual as camp, personified objects of the avant-guard.
l felt that I would become camp, my
life would be camp ...me and my gay
friends camping together and not really
imposing ourselves on society but only
-scorning and becoming engulfed with
embittennent by the domination of heterosexual culture.
Struggling with friends, who saw how

Visceral conflict and self hate began to
dull my consciousness. Why must I
decide, what does it mean to be gay
and is it really important for me to express myself to other males, is all the
attempt at verbalizing the thoughts and
feelings to keep contact with friends
worth the changes I was making for myself?
Once again I wished it all to go away.
It's become much less of a contrived
novelty. I'm finding it easier to feel
and -be with my brothers; touching and
kissing without fear,
a naturalness that has become a part of
my being with others,. Knowing now
that I can really share the pain and joy
of com .ing out from the fear of another
self.

1 was tom between gay and straight,
definitions and role play.

Much love to Ht

~t and Les

An open letter to Gay Brothers:

It's taken a few months to get this newspaper together. We've

Liberation, that coming to Cay Male Liberation means making a comm.itment to a certain set of political beliefs, to a certain kind of life

worked hard writing articles - informational and opinionated, taking

style, most particularly a commitment to being open about Gayness

photographs, laying out the paper. It's been especially difficult decid-

all the time. This is not true - all of us live with pressure all the time ,

ing what format, information, and opinion is most relevant to the Gay

though most of us believe in theory that we should be open at aU times ,

Community. We iealize that it is very easy for any group of people

we often aren' t - for fear of losing a job, a home, a straight friend, just

to become elitist and cut off from the very people who they claim to

for plain fear . The fact that we are in Cay Liberation does not mean

speak for and about. We feel that the future of this paper will depend

we are liberated, it means instead, that we are working towards libera-

very much on your feelings and interest.

tion.

It may be naive of us to expect that people will take the time to

It has been a lot of fun doing the newspaper together, sharing

verbalize their criticisms, but the movement for the liberation of Cay

ideas, gaining insight into each other's experience in "coming out" and

People should not belong to a small group of people with exclusive

discovering the perspective of the American academic and public at-

ideas. It is up to you to 1Jro3den the scope of a newspaper and the

titude toward Cays. We are coming closer together, overcoming fears

range of activities of Gay Male Liberation with your criticisms and ideas.

about being Gay and attempting to create more of a communal feeling

It 's not easy to accept criticism, but this is the only way we can grow ,

among people.

and relate to a wider range of people.
We spend lots of time in Gay Male Liberation 1alking about the

On the following page is an address and some telephone numbers which can be used to direct any comment or criticisms about the

SCperation we feel from the larger Cay Community. This seperation

newspaper and Gay Liberation activities. Of course, this does not pre-

seems to come in part from a whole set of political beliefs (and rhetoric

elude personal contact with members of Cay Male Liberation as a means

we use to express those beliefs) which aren't shared by many Gay People.

for criticism.

Bui there seems to be a more fundamental reason for this seperation there seems to be an unspoken sentiment among Gay People not in Gay

GAY LOVE TO ALL

